Extending and leveraging the superior design and check processing performance of the I:Deal® check scanner, the wI:Deal™ continues the Panini tradition of innovation by adding complete multi-format document automation capability, allowing to capture full-page documents, envelopes, and rigid documents such as ID cards and driver’s licenses.

The Panini wI:Deal is the perfect fit for companies who need to accurately scan checks and associated documents, for a complete payment transaction capture solution. Applications include virtual (or distributed) lockbox, small business Remote Deposit Capture, and vertical industry payment applications such as healthcare, insurance, check cashing, non-profit, and many more.

It’s also a suitable platform for capturing a variety of document types at the bank branch sales (or platform) desk, or even at the teller station, with no need to use multiple scanners.

The wI:Deal offers extensive benefits you’ve come to expect from Panini:

- true check processing functionality, and related security
- multi-format capture capability, extending Remote Deposit Capture and adding value to a wide range of vertical applications
- outstanding ease of use and ergonomics, while promoting convenience and space efficiency at the user’s desk
- compatibility with existing imaging applications, achievable thanks to Panini’s TWAIN interface

Optimized for a wide range of applications...

- Optimized single check feeding and processing
- Duplex scanning of full pages up to legal size
- Dedicated track for rigid documents (ID cards)
- Auto-identification of format and processing mode
- Front franking and rear ink jet options
- TWAIN interface
A Complete Payment Transaction Capture Solution

Multi-Format Feeder
- Horizontal single document feed with auto-alignment mechanism for easy use, compatible with:
  - checks and check-sized documents
  - full pages (letter, legal, A4)
  - rigid documents (ID cards, driver’s licenses, envelopes)
- Automatic document type detection and application of proper processing parameters.

Duplex Image Capture
- Grayscale, bitonal or full-color front & rear imaging in multiple resolution settings (up to 600 dpi) with a single camera, using Panini’s patented rotating CIS mechanism.
- Optional OCR decoding, Barcodes decoding, IQA library.

MICR Reader
- Advanced MICRPlus® magnetic reading including OCR correction, bundled with Panini’s Vision API for optimal E13B/CMC7 read accuracy.

Storage Tray
- 10-document sequential user-facing storage tray; document may also be returned to feeder via API command – acting as a reject pocket.

Endorsement
- Optional 1-line rear ink jet printer with intelligent printing capability (SmartJet): endorsement based on MICR read and/or image contents.
- Virtual endorsement via Vision API software library.

Franking
- Optional intelligent front side franking capability: document may be franked or not based on MICR read and/or image contents.

For more information on the Panini wl:Deal, please contact Benchmark Technology Group at 470-865-6000 or email info@btg-us.com.